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Premium Meal Delivery Cart, 18 Tray Capacity, End Load,
Double Door, Six 6" Balloon Casters, 4.5" spacing -

MDC18E6X6-45

Product Images

Description

Introducing the Aladdin Temp-Rite MDC Series Premium Meal Delivery Carts, the epitome of excellence in
hospital food service. These carts are built with top-tier features that ensure the safe and efficient
transportation of patient meal trays.

The MDC Series carts boast a range of new standard features, including an integrated full-length door handle
design for enhanced ergonomics, a lockable sliding door latch for secure transport, and flag-style door hinges
for improved serviceability. 

NEW STANDARD FEATURES:

Integrated full-length door handle design for enhanced ergonomics.
Lockable sliding door latch that ensures secure transport and prevents unauthorized access to patient
meals (1 per bay/door)
Flag-style door hinges for improved door and hinge field serviceability 
Magnetic door offers unique branding and promotional opportunities

STANDARD FEATURES:

Constructed of durable, sanitary stainless steel to provide years of trouble-free meal delivery service.
Designed to accommodate 1 tray per shelf, end-loaded.
18-tray capacity with 4.5” (11 cm) Tray Spacing.
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Adjustable tray guides with 2” (5 cm) wide slides accommodate both 15” x 20” (38 cm x 51 cm) or 14” x
18” (36 cm x 46 cm) size trays.
Molded polymer top with a built-in 4-sided top rail for transporting items to patient floors that doubles
as a workspace.
Non-marking full-perimeter polymer bumper system.
Sound-dampening material on tray slide ladders and inside doors to reduce noise and vibration.
270° door swing with positive latching in open or closed positions 
Sloped floor and drain with pop-up plug to facilitate cleaning.
Tray guides are fully removable for easy cleaning.
Six 6” diameter balloon casters with grease fittings for towing carpeted floors and bumpy floor
applications (4 swivels with brakes and 2 fixed)
Casters offset 1" for a "wheel ahead" configuration to permit easy elevator entry or exit (2 and 3-door
models only).
Louvered side vents to dissipate heat and reduce condensation.
Full-width stainless steel push handle for maximum control.
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Additional Information

Promo Text New

Model # MDC18E6X6-45

Equipment Type MD Cart

Available Options 8" Casters, Pass-Through Door, Tow Hitch, See Spec
Sheet for additional options

Capacity Type Trays

Tray Spacing 4.5" Tray Spacing

Caster Size 6"

Caster Type Balloon

Agency Listing NSF

Warranty 1-yr parts, 1-yr labor

Technical Note
The addition of options may change the electrical
requirements and/or equipment dimensions. Please
refer to spec sheet for additional information.

Country of Manufacture United States

Spec Sheet View

Literature Flyer

GTIN 00849502016986

https://www.aladdintemprite.com/media/specSheets/S230919MDC_MDC Series Carts_Spec Sheet_10.05.23.pdf
https://www.aladdintemprite.com/media/salesSheets/FL230922MDC_MDC Carts_Sales Flyer_FINAL_10-13-23.pdf
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